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A New York Times bestseller! From the celebrated writer of Nickel and
Dimed, Barbara Ehrenreich explores how we are killing ourselves to live
much longer, not better.A razor-sharp polemic which offers an entirely
new understanding of our anatomies, ourselves, and our place in the
universe, Normal CAUSES describes how we over-prepare and be concerned
way too much about what is unavoidable. But all these things offer just
the illusion of control.But NATURAL CAUSES moves deeper -- in to the
fundamental unreliability of our bodies and even our "mind-bodies," to
utilize the fashionable term. Starting with the mysterious and seldom-
acknowledged inclination of our own immune cells to market deadly
cancers, Ehrenreich checks the cellular basis of maturing, and shows how
little control we actually have over it. We have a tendency to believe
we've agency over our anatomies, our minds, and actually over the way in
which of our deaths. However the latest science implies that the
microscopic subunits of our bodies make their own "decisions," rather
than always in our favor.We might buy expensive anti-aging products or
plastic surgery, get preventive screenings and eat even more kale, or
toss ourselves into meditation and spirituality. One by one, Ehrenreich
topples the shibboleths that guideline our attempts to live a long,
healthy lifestyle -- from the need for preventive medical screenings to
the principles of wellness and mindfulness, from dietary fads to fitness
tradition.p1 margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial
p.Drawing on varied sources, from personal experience and sociological
trends to pop culture and current scientific literature, Organic CAUSES
examines the ways that we obsess over death, our bodies, and our health
and wellness. p. Both funny and caustic, Ehrenreich then tackles the
apparently unsolvable problem of how exactly we might better prepare
ourselves for the end -- while still reveling in the lives that remain
to us. How exactly to live well, actually joyously, while accepting our
mortality -- that is the vitally important philosophical challenge of
this book.
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As with all excellent to great books I just finished scanning this and
closed the publication with a satisfying snap. Much like all really good
to great books, I completed it knowing more, in the case of this book a
lot more, than when I began.This isn't really a book for the young, even
though some will get good from it. It's a publication for those of us
who are of a particular age, or, have parents of a certain age and so
are wrestling with what the means to them, and to us.It is also not a
book for devout theists of any flavor. There's got to be a reason she
fails so badly with this publication.Although not what I'd call a
regularly uplifting read, I would say that I finished the book with a
sense of calm and a far better appreciation for coping with end of life
issues and thoughts which come from the existential nihilism many of
feel as we get older in general. I also found it perfectly written and
an easy read (I completed it over a few days). Although I wouldn't
recommend it to everyone I know (specifically the born-again Christian
types, or any additional particularly religiously fanatic person), I
would suggest it to a majority.Choose the physical version. Go through
it. Talk about it with those you like. You won't regret it. I’m not
familiar with occasions at the cellular level in my own body, or other
things that is going on in there, provided that it doesn’t hurt. What a
address it was to learn this book! Ehrenreich's wit and wisdom are
priceless. But Ehrenreich makes this understandable, fascinating, funny,
and serious simultaneously. The book, nevertheless, isn’t all about
cells. Didn’t finish. I've worked well in tech because the '80s and am
aware there are some mindfulness apps out now there, however in this
multi-billion dollar industry they fail to register on anybody's bottom
line, except maybe those of a few startups. we’re all likely to die,
right?)With my objectives at such a higher level, I was all the more
unprepared intended for a laborious, poorly researched and ready kvetch
against the medical establishment that by its weakness made the issues
at hand show up overly subjective and self-centered. Ehrenreich also
examines our burgeoning “preventive medicine” culture as an enormous
money-maker for doctors and hospitals, however, not necessarily of very
much benefit to people.I’ve always wondered why death is practically
taboo in our culture; The author excels in finding and debunking frauds
and public wrongs--the treatment of poor workers or people on the skids,
in particular. This is essential read for those annoyed by our health
care costs. That is definitely a publication that will make you think
and examine the globe around you just just a little closer. If you’re
religious, you can live in Heaven for eternity (which doesn’t sound as
well good if you ask me; wouldn’t it obtain boring?). Or if you’re not
religious, imaginable nothingness: no pain, heartache, regrets, money
issues, etc. Are we so self-centered that people can’t imagine not
becoming alive? The takeaway: appreciate your life when you can, don’t
go crazy over meals or workout fads, and go softly into that good night
when your period comes. But I really believe it is even more informative



to somebody young... But I wasn't ready for Ehrenreich's attempt early
on in the book to demonize the medical career, or reject doctors'
suggestions out of hand. but I was disappointed with this book. Unlike
Nickeled and Dimed or Bright-Sided, this requires a very big subject,
has a very large thesis about it--and does not deliver. it’s treated as
something to whisper about and to avoid by any means. But her effort to
take on the complete medical establishment and alternate medicine, and
even whole philosophical suggestions about the nature of ourselves and
the world is piecemeal, of program. It falls prematurely into diatribe,
substitutes gibes for actual reasoning, and fails to avoid logical
fallacies. The thesis is a good one, a timely one--but the book does not
succeed in its exposition. The worst read of the year -- up to now --
and in regards to a extremely important subject: how we boomers will age
and die Wow, what a disappointment. Probably my objectives were too
high? I acknowledge that I expected a lot from the author of "Nickel and
Dimed", the reserve that transformed my tipping habits in particular and
my look at of the life span of the low-level employee in general. With
that single example she guidelines out an avenue of research that has
only recently become viable due to improvements in technology and the
mapping of the genome. My situation has been fermenting since early 2017
and right now I've arrive to the final outcome that my era, the boomers,
will not endure the medical / pharmaceutical / medical health insurance
industry's standard operating procedures. Instead, we were going to
consider charge of our lives, our healthcare, and the way in which of
our loss of life.After reading the NY Times review of this book, and
hearing the author interviewed in a Slate podcast, I put in my order to
Amazon immediately. I was confident I would enjoy reading someone who
was both a fantastic writer and with a solid background in research, and
whose sights about healthcare in later years seemed to parallel my very
own.She exposes the underbelly of a medical profession that is not as
knowledgeable in technology as one is led to believe and preys on our
fear of death. (Example of a frustrating conversation: I value quality
of life over quantity, but my doctors take the opposite view and program
treatment accordingly. Whose opinion should prevail?This book is going
to do Ehrenreich's reputation no good, and may even demean some of the
good writing she's done before. Our deaths depend on many things we've
no control over, such as for example cancer, a heart attack, or nuclear
war. Barbara Ehrenreich, what offers happened to you? Liberating-
joyful,enlightening, funny! I don't agree with the myth of the physician
as the all-understanding oracle for curing your ills, and that the
patient should be a passive partner in the treatment planning process.
I'm a long-time fan of Ehrenreich; Fascinating Look At All We Do To
Delay The Inevitable. Or, when she interprets the (always man, she
asserts) gynecologist's white coat as identifying the dominant
participant in a ritual where in fact the woman finding a pelvic
examination is deliberately positioned in a receptive position. If you



ask me this is nonsense, the fantasy of someone who feels victimized by
everything and who assigns absurd motivations to her supposed oppressor.
I'm a believer in Billy Wilder's maxim, "You're only as effective as the
great thing you've ever done. Natural Causes discusses all of the things
we do to be able to delay the unavoidable. I have no time for new-age
homeopathic practitioners, therefore was surprised to learn this Ph D's
accusation that after aligning medication with science in the late 19th
century, the profession "received its monopoly over the business of
healing" by deriding homeopathy, chiropractic, and other forms of
quackery as "pseudoscience." However they are!She dismisses preventive
care as mostly a scam, and even though she exercises she condemns
striving for fitness as yet another example of our culture of
narcissism. enlightening to state the least! Instead she simply accuses,
and also the logic of her accusations doesn't add up. Her sloppy writing
and gratuitous arguments undermine genuine criticism of these subjects
therefore do us all a disservice.In equivalent fashion, she writes off
the mindfulness motion to the machinations of Silicon Valley.. There
were a few chapters that I came across to drag, however the book all
together will probably be worth a look! Turns out, you can consume all
the kale and seaweed or whatever’s in style right now, but it won’t
conserve you from your eventual death; New perspective on aging and
health Enjoyable read. When therefore many far more relevant examples
are available -- Facebook's use of user data for instance -- her
mindfulness argument is merely silly. Because it loosely ties in with
the book's theme she can justify its inclusion. We are very very
incorrect.Our death-denying tradition and the industries that benefit
from it are worthwhile topics for criticism, and Ehrenreich runs after
them. Worse, her lazy and self-gratifying arguments trivialize a
significant issue facing an aging America: delivery of compassionate,
patient-focused healthcare to a big population, the boomers, who have
just about had things their way up to now in life.A complete joy to
browse- not another 10 methods to live longer crappy book. Fair ball,
but she goes over the top and accuses "elites" in the upper middle
income of depriving working-class folks of their justified enjoyment of
one of the few activities that reduce their tension level: smoking. Yes,
she defends the tobacco market and criticizes rising cigarette taxes
that "hurt the poor and the working class hardest." Once more in this
book Ehrenreich demeans valid criticism of the wellness industry by
veering off the path of logic and good sense and defending the
undefendable.Her screwy logic can be used against advocates of
immunotherapy, a new approach to cancer that's generating enthusiasm and
research -- and in a few situations, amazing success. But no, she
argues, utilizing the disease fighting capability in the fight against
cancer won't function because one cell type in the immune system, the
macrophage, can in fact switch sides and defend malignant cells from
strike. And the topic matter of "Normal Causes" was properly in sync



with my conditions: coping with advancing age and a cancer medical
diagnosis. [Thanks to Twelve Books and Netgalley.)I have no idea what's
going on with Barbara Ehrenreich, who is now 76. In locations, this
author seems to have lost touch with actuality." And I could attest that
Ehrenreich has done among the best investigative writing I've read.
Ehrenreich's atheism is completely view through the entire book. To get
many of her zany accusations into print she will need to have fought
tooth and nail with her publisher and her editor. I'm guessing that her
earlier successes and her status as a money-making writer enabled her to
prevail. Well, whose life is it, anyway? Logically she argues that no
matter how hard we workout, how carefully we eat, how piously we avoid
tobacco and alcohol, we nevertheless find yourself dead.We boomers will
not allow our old age to be "medicalized" as Ehrenreich astutely places
it. If treatment is necessary, we want to understand the alternatives
and make the final call. This involves on our part a considerable amount
of self-education about our affliction, however the internet provides us
with genuine sources of info that enable us to become "informed
patients" who've earned the right to activate in a conversation with our
doctors, instead of hearing a dissertation about what they will do to us
following. Began well & So when that is definitely exhausted, it will be
our choice to go to hospice care, ideally in-house, and with the choice
of assistance from our doctor at the end of lifestyle so we don't have
to endure intractable pain and needless suffering for weeks or months
before we expire.I'm hopeful that my generation will achieve a high
quality of existence through our final years, that we'll control our
ailments rather than the other method around, and that we will figure
out how to accept the inevitability old and death early on, and have the
authority to determine the time and types of our death. The
infrastructure is in place but attitudes of all the players need reality
modifications: We boomers must learn to age gracefully, our caregivers
must learn to work with us instead of dictate to us, and the medical
options as we near life's end -- palliative and hospice based -- have to
be funded sufficiently to meet certain requirements of our long-lived
generation. Each one of these must come to move, and I am disappointed
this acclaimed article writer was unable to move the process forward.If
wanting to maintain charge of your medical treatment means you are self-
centered, I stand guilty. We are a comparable age group as Ehrenreich.
Everyone thinks that in case you have superb insurance you are home
free- however that will not prevent doctors from using you as a cash cow
or a sa guinea pig for their latest money making office test. My hope
was that along with experiencing the book, I'd be provided with
arguments I could make use of in endlessly irritating discussions with
doctors and insurers. I acquired news for you- it will happen. Healthy
living advocates portray age and disease as personal failings that could
be avoided only if we were less self-indulgent. Liberating. THE
PHYSICIAN Never Disappoints I learned a lot from this book. My favorite



was just how it ended. We have a tendency to think that just how things
are are the way they always were - or generally will become. But her
argument reaches greatest naive and at worst disingenuous. She hardly
ever disappoints, and provides an alternative to current Western
narratives for people who believe. I am at this point in my life so this
book is incredibly relevant. Disappointed.death. Fundamentally, this
book read just like a stereotypical old-person rant. but was
disappointed in that one. A lot of the proof used was not well designed
scientific tests but articles from numerous magazines and newspapers.
There are worthwhile arguments to be produced against the excesses of
medical tests and the false promises of the fitness industry, but
Ehrenreich doesn't bother to create them. I’ve known lots of people who
are scared to death about dying. She accuses the software programmers of
drumming up the pattern toward mindfulness to be able to sell
mindfulness-related software program...com for an ARC] Disappointment
Have browse her books for yrs. Her attitude harks back again to man-
hating excesses of early-generation feminism as Ehrenreich equates
colonoscopies with sexual assault.It doesn't get better. . . I recommend
this reserve. It's a classic fascinating read that raised things that I
hadn't really thought about before, such as what is apparently the
transition to worshiping the self over a deity. Why? How she makes this
connection is usually beyond me. My reading of her attack on Silicon
Valley is normally that she doesn't just like the tech sector and is
definitely using the mindfulness fad to accuse the market of
manipulation. Would be great read for someone obsessed with health
issues to reduce a bit 90% conjecture Organic Causes was very
disappointing. I was expecting an evidence-based overview of "wellness"
trends but what I acquired was only conjecture. Wow.. The arguments
presented in this reserve left guessing the way the author found her
conclusions. I would not recommend this book for anyone. (In another
portion of the reserve, she wonders if a lot of the massive machinery
used in medical treatment nowadays is in fact fake, constructed and
installed to impress and make compliant the patient. changed my attitude
towards my decisions in the years ahead Great Read Good spotlight on an
over-medicalized society for all ages, not only those in their old
age..We've earned the proper to contact a halt to countless rounds of
debilitating therapy and go to palliative care. then deteriorated. She
will take us through a critical look at our health fads and dissects
their supposed helpful benefits. Boring Boring, she seems to be at an
age where she doesn't value seeing a Dr.
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